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Jax & GG

We’re not ashamed to admit we’re Pagans.

GG

But you don’t need to worship many gods.

Jax

Or one god.

GG

Or no god.

Jax

To know that there’s something right in the country when so many people of diverse faiths can live
together, work together, and gather in fellowship without fear.

GG

I thank my ancestors for coming to a country where I can live, maybe not without prejudice, but
under a government that protects my right to live as I choose and to follow my convictions.

Jax

In our religion, Heathenry, Yuletide is the holiest time of year.

GG

In fact, Yuletide comes from the old Norse word Jul, spelled J‐U‐L. In celebrating Yule, we're not
twisting Christmas away from its Christian roots. We're celebrating a holiday that was part of our
heritage before Christianity came to northern Europe.

Jax

Like my ancestors, I love decorating my home with evergreens and gathering with my family to
toast the return of the new sun.

GG

S‐U‐N, that is.

Jax

We also enjoy celebrating along side so many other religions and so many diverse traditions that
are beautiful and powerful. It is a spiritual time of year for so many people.

GG

So when we wish you a blessed Yule, we are trying to send you the spirit of the season. And we
hope that you celebrate it any way you choose.

Jax

We also wish that regardless of your beliefs, that you find after the longest night of the year, a new
day brings you a sense of hope and joy. A renewal of spirit and a tightening of bonds between you
and your loved ones.

GG

Because that's what this holiday is about for everyone.

Jax

I'm Jax.

GG

And I'm GG.

Jax & GG

And we wish you a blessed Yule from the Pagan Princesses.
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